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lear John:

In my opinion it would be desirable to include on the agenda
for the Tri-Partite Conference on ?erlmissibleDoses a discussion of

cobleus sui”roundinzthe inhalation of radioactive Pu”ticles. How
far this can be extended from the security point of view I am not in a
position to judhe. However, as you probably know, the Chemical Corps is
planning to detonate munitions at the 100,000 curie level at the provi%
grounds at ~way. ALSO there is, of course, the program at the Nevada
test site. In addition to these two areas there is the”release of
active pm%icuhte matter fro-aproduction plants and s,~i~of tne
laboratories sponsored by the Commission.

M-e at Berkeley some of our studies of plutonium in rats has
indicated that there al.pearsto be migration to the hilar lymph nodes
of particles which are insoluble in character containing plutonium.
This infoia.mstionis in agreement with what is known to take place in
anthracosis in man as well as expei’imenta.lstudies that have been done
in other laboratories. Attention iti~ht be directed towards two phases
of this problem. The first is the question of dosimetry for both alljha-
pzu+icles and beta-particles. The second is the potential corcinogenesis
that may arise from the inhalation and retention of such paxticles.

Joctor Burnett at the Jak .tidgeNational Laboratory has reviewed
certain I)hasesof titisproblem in an unclassified report, ‘0.it.N.L. Centrsl
File Number jz-11-l. dis paper and the comments by 2octor T. 1’.Hatch of
the University of Pittsburgh -e in a preliminary form. The statement is
made that there is no firm evidence for or against of the presence of
hazards due to the inhalation of radioactive ~)articles. This is a reasonable
statement, however, a relatively short period of the has ebsed between

‘whena si@ficant nuinberof individuals were exposed to insoluble radio-
active #articles end the present. The history of the radium dial painters
indicates that there was a considerable ti.aeinterval between exposure to
soluble com~Jou?ldsof radium and the appearance of osteogenic carcinoma.
This tii~ delay would appear to be of the order of Irom 10 to ,2(3years ad
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apparently a similm situation exists with radiologists with respect to
leuie.miaad malignancies of the skin.

Joctor .40r&anwas one of the ftist people to hecoiaecognizant of the
pazticle hazard and I feel that his advice with reslpectto this problem
will be invaluable. Another ~utigestionthat I would like to offer is that
possibly one of the people froa the Chetical Corps with a “J” clearance>
cotid be asked to be present at this particular phase of the discussion.
They have had considerable experience with aerosols for many years and it
ai~ht be tnat this could be i>utto good use in discussing the overall
problem.

Another area of interest would appear to be an attempt to evaluate
further the relative biological effecti~eness of alpha-particlesas
compared to beta-ptiticles and gama-rays. There is a good Jesl of
contradictory information in the literature on this subject. The use of
an arbitrsry value of 20 should be exaained quite carefully for if it
appeaxs that this number is too hi6n some operations that are of interest
to the Commission would be considerably simplified.

Sincerely yours>

.’-+4W.
Jose@ G. Hamilton, !4.D.
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